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Hello darlings 

It is day 337 of Snippets of Encouragement, and today I’d like to share with you a 

message from the Hummingbird. 

This past weekend it’s been my joy to travel to Mexico and experience the wine 

country of Guadaloupe with my friends Roy and Sylvia and their extended family. 

We were sitting on the veranda of a beautiful wine estate enjoying the wine, the 

cool breeze and the gorgeous countryside when a magnificent hummingbird flew 

into sight. 

Right next to our table was a large Agave plant that the hummingbird flittered 

around drinking its nectar in that industrious, frenetic way that hummingbirds do — 

seeing that little bird filled my heart with joy because I don’t see any hummingbirds 

where I live in Germany. 

As our group sat tasting wine and eating cheese, the little bird darted back and 

forth to the Agave intermittently and eventually I decided to photograph its aerial 

gymnastics if possible. One of our group shared with us how the hummingbird 

reminds him of his mom who recently passed, and I asked if he knew anything 

about Native American medicine which teaches us to look at how the animals 

around us bring us specific messages, spiritual guidance and soul medicine. 

He wasn’t familiar with these teachings and fortunately, I had an electronic copy 

of David Carson’s and Jamie Sams book Medicine Cards with me and could share 

the wisdom that hummingbird brings to us.  

Here is the overview from their book about this beautiful little creature.  

“The hummingbird is a magnificent little creature that, unlike any other bird, can fly 

in any direction and even hover. Its long beak enables it to draw succulent nectar 

from every variety of flower. Its movement from one flower to another is a dance 

of delight, and its singing is a melody of ecstasy.  

In American Indian folk stories, the hummingbird is associated with love and joy. Its 

appearance as a power animal is indicative of the sheer delight of living, and of 

living the bliss of loving. It implies an ability to see beauty in everything, and it is 

concerned with bringing out the best in people and the good in every situation.  

Hummingbird embraces the highest principles and brings the majik of the spiritual 

realm into earth activities. Hummingbird can help you make the progress of living a 

Dance of Beauty.  

Dance in beauty. Embrace what makes you happy. Be joyful. Count your 

blessings. Open yourself to pleasure.” 

Perhaps that’s why I felt joy when I first saw the hummingbird because I recognised 

inherently that we are all called to live a life of joy and dance in beauty. Oh yes 
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the mundane cares of life often rob us of our joy, or perhaps they don’t rob us, we 

neglect to remember how to live.  

As I’m creating this snippet, I’m sitting 

on the veranda of our rental house 

and hear a high-frequency vibration 

nearby. The sun is rising in the east, 

and there’s a chilly breeze blowing, 

and this sound seems out of place. I 

noticed that hanging from the ceiling 

is a hummingbird feeder that is 

currently servicing an early riser and 

I’m enjoying the song of ecstasy it 

makes.  

As I watch the hummingbird, I'm struck 

by the incredible stamina and 

balance it has and the effort it 

requires to beat its tiny wings so fast. However, then I’m reminded that this is what 

a hummingbird does and in doing what its created to do there is no effort at all. 

However, should it stop beating its wings it would no longer be in alignment with its 

true nature.  

You and I could live in joy if we chose to embrace it and open ourselves to the 

possibilities of a joyful life. It is continuously within our reach because the very 

vibration of this universe is one of joy. We don’t need to embark on a quest to find 

it or toil to maintain it; we only need to step into it and be joyful. 

People often forget that joy is constant just as the sun is constant. It never dims or 

fades or floats away; it’s always there. Surely this is ours for the taking if it’s always 

there? 

This is the message hummingbird brings us – be open and embrace your birthright 

without struggle and make the progress of living a Dance of Beauty. Hear the song 

of joy and dance its beautiful dance.  

 


